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Coretta Scott
King Speaks

Inside...
News

By LaKeisho Johnson
Chronicle Staff Writer
"Prejudice does not only hurt
African Americans; prejudice does
not only hurt Hispanics; prqudice
does ix)t only hurt Native Ameri
cans; it also hurts Caucasians."
Coretta Scott King spoke with a
powerful voice on October 12.
The widow of Dr. Martin Lutha*
King Jr. speared at the San Ber
nardino Stampede Stadium to a
record crowd who came to hear
her powerful speech, "A Dream
Deferred; Building Coalitiots into
the New Millenniiun," which tar
geted family, community and
churches.
A crowd of men and women of
all ages came and listened with
intent as King spoke her message
about young people taking up her
husband's ch^lenge. What is that
challenge? That challenge is one
that lies in the hands of young
ambitious pet^le of every origin,
religiai, and sex. King chaUenged
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everyone who could to serve as fu
ture leaders for a positive social
change. We must provide a voice
for the depressed. In order to have
cities fiill of vibrance, we must act
as soldiers for human rights, love,
and a society where color lines are
non-existent.
King's tone was filled with hon
esty and compassion. She spoke
to the crowd with honest direcmess
of her goal to demolish discrimi
nation in employment, education
and housing. She reminded the
crowd that a non-discriminatory
society is not something that is
found; we must have the ability and
the drive to create it.
Pastor Joshua Beckley from
Ecclesia Christian Fellowship
opened the ceremony with a word
of prayer. Blissful harmony filled
the air as the Inland Empire Mass
Choir lifted spirits with songs full
of inspiration and hope. Cal State
University San BernardinoEnglish
professor Juan Delgado delivered

—see King page 4 —
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Quiet Room Loss
By Doris Bravo

Chronicle Staff Writer
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After getting a bite to eat at our
own Taco Bell, do you ever find
yourself crossing the walkway
ccxtnecting the Student Union and
the ASI building to the former
Quiet Ro(Hn? Yes, you heard right.
The Quiet Room has swapped
places with the Senate Chambers.
Now, the Quiet RocMn is called the
Board Room, and the Senate
Chambers has been renamed the
Quiet Roan.
The Student Union is conduct
ing this trial program to see what
best fits the needs, of the studoits.
There will be minor roan modifi
cations, such as sound|nx)ofing in
the Quiet Roan and vertical blinds

in the Board Room. Directional
signs will be placed outside of the
rooms and suggestion boxes in
side. Regular comting of stu(tents
will be done to monitor the usage
of the rooms.
Nothing has been set in stone.
The Student Union and ASI boards
will havescheduled discussionsoi
this issue. Each will receive re
ports ^ the end of the Fall Quarto*
recapping the data and comments.
The goal is to serve the students.
The Spring reports of last school
year show that no more than six
students at a time used the former
Quiet Roan. During finals week,
the room is more fified with shi-

-- see quiet room page 3 —
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Presidera Albert Kamig with his wife Marilyn Kamig at the Coyote
Campus Kick-off Barbeque.
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Memories Never Die
By Desiree Longer
Special to the Chronicle

H*-

CeurtMV of CSUS0 ThMira D

Joseph Patrick Watkins

Death does not have to be the
closed book of one man's life, for
the pages continue to turn an inflnite number of years with each
thought. Patrick Watkins' book
remains open for those that con
tinue to hold on to those memo
ries.
In remembrance of Joseph
Patrick Watkins, a memorial ser
vice was given on Thursday, Oc
tober 9, in the Theatre Arts Depart
ment to honor him and his achieve
ments throughout life. "In our
many convCTsations he was hj^piest when talking about two sub
jects. One was his current direc
tion assignment (Shakespeare,
Albee, Sondheim) whether it was
on our campus, CH* with the Resi
dent Theaters in Long Beach or
Tennessee. The second was his

acting students who were con
stantly challenged to meet bis ar
tistic standards. He was so pleased
when they did," said Ron Bams,
ProfessOT of Theatre Arts.
While in France this last sum
mer for the international theatre
symposium for American and Eu
ropean theatre, Patrick fell ill from
pneumonia and passed away. Sur
vived by his mother, Bettina
Gerani, Patrick lived from Octo
ber 20, 1950 to July 7,1997.
Colleagues, friends, students
and parents all joined together at
noon fcM- the memorial service that
filled the small theatre. The stage
was dressed with an array of props
from the previously performed
Stage Blo^ and Merrily We Roll
Along, both of which were di
rected by Patrick. Placed off to die
left side of the stage, a portrait re
minded everyone of the intelli
gent, vritty man whoembraced life

r

To Master the Arts
By Doris BKIVO
Chronicle Staff Writer
Like to paint? Draw? Sketch?
Enough to make it your major fo
cus as a graduate student? After
about 10 years of paper wwk and
a string of approval, CSUSB now
has a Master's Program for Art.
Fall quarter enrollment now in
cludes art graduate students hand
picked from about 10 ^plications
from the previous spring quarter.
Applications are now being ac
cepted for the Winter quarter. Tbe
deadline for these 2q)plications are
Friday, October 31. The deadline
for the Sixing Quarter is January
30, 1998. For those really inter
ested and miss the deadlines, you
may still have a chance if you turn
in your application for the Fall
1998 quarter by April 24,1998
Along with the application, stu
dents must submit a slide portfo
lio of their work. Sant Khalsa,
Graduate of Arts Coordinator,
summed up the type of student the
program is looking foras someone
who has a strong foundation in stu
dio art and art histcxy. He or she
should have a personal sense of
artistic direction along with a clear
commitment to art. Students
should be open to experimentation
^d growth, as well as learning

contemporary art.
Why attend CSUSB for your
masters in art? Khalsa commented
that the school has one of the best
state of the art facilities. Graduate
students have the ultimate work
envircHiment with the finest equip
ment, ample space, and up-to-date
technology available at thier fmgertips. In addition, Khalsa men
tioned the high level of art faculty
and staff. They do one-on-one
mentoring and are able to provide
guidance as needed. With such
support and individual attention
available to the graduate students,
CSUSB stands apart from the rest
of the Master of Arts programs.
Khalsa hopes the program will
offer a challenging approach and
successful outctxne in its first year.
What is a successful outccxne you
may ask? The answer, according
to Khalsa, is a production of high
quality artists committed to their
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art and involved with their com
munity. Khalsa's first year goals
include having the first set of sUidents graduate with their masters
in art this year, and have their wOTk
on display in our own Robert V.
Fullerton Art Museum.
Dean Julius Kaplan of Graduate
Studies has been working on ixomoting this new master's program
along with other master's pro
grams all over the world. Infor
mation has been sent out to an ex
tensive mailing list of students who
previously mentioned their inter
est in an art master's program.
Padcets will also be sent to Kin
dergarten thr(Migh twelfth grade art
teachers. For the future, a poster
will be designed to advertise and
sent to all undeigraduate art pro
grams in Southern California.
For more information please
contact Sant Khalsa, Art Graduate
Cocxdinator. at 880-5807.

20%

and all of its moments. As each
person came up and shared a spe
cial thought about Patridc another
page was added to his book of life.
It appeared that only a few had pre
pared a speech, but as each po^n
went up to speak more were in
spired to share their own stories
about Patrick. Among those that
spoke wereWilliam Shum, Direc
tor of Physical Planning and De
velopment, Dr. Loren Filbeck,
Chair of the Music Department
and Ruth Burice, Professw in For
eign Languages.
"Patrick brought theatrical exu
berance to the office each day",
recalled Department Secretary
Judy Diamond during the memo
rial.
Joanne CJordon a professor of
the Theatre Arts Department at Cal
State Long Beach also remem-
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Brazilian Science-Fiction Lecture
By Mary Ellen Abilez
Managing Editor
Novelist, poet and famous Bra
zilian short story writer Rene
Rebetez kicked off the Interna
tional Lecture and Luncheon se
ries last week at the Student Unicai
Events Center. The author spoke
about tody's Latin American cul
tures and myths surrounding U.S.
perceptions about them.

"People believe that America
was named for the Italian Explorer,
Amerigo Vespucci. The
Maya had already named it
'Amerrika' which meant "Land of
the Winds." The speaker went on
to share the remarkable story of
how Vespucci changed his name
from Alberigo Vespucci to
Amerigo after his visit to the
Miskito coast in Nicaragua. It was
not far from the Sierra Amerrika
where he had been. He suppos-

Come and irisU the

College
Legal Clinic

Specializing in family, criminal,
personal Injury, landlord/tenant,
and other fields of 1^1

edly changed his name to honor the
new continent that he designed a
map for.
Rebetez is considered to be one
of the pioneers of science fiction
writing and bis works have been
translated into various languages.
He has traveled all over the world
frcHn the Amazon, to the mountains
of Haiti, and has lived for a time
in a Zen Buddhist monastery in
China.
Rebetez' visit was sponsored by
the Gamma Lambdacluster of Phi
Beta Delta and the international
student services department. The
next speaker on November 6 will
be the Consul of Taiwan, Francias
Lee. He will speak on Interna
tional Trade in China and Hong
Kong after 1997. For more infor
mation, call 880-5193.
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bered Patrick with fond words.
"Those of us who knew Patrick
cannot believe that his bright acer
bic tongue is quiet, that we will
never again be provoked into a
guffaw of uncontrolled laughter by
his irreverent wit, or that his gen
erous loyalty and support are no
more... His voice echoes in my
head and I cannot be pious."
During the service that day sev
eral poems were read and songs
sung. One song in particular was
"Not a Day Goes By" from Mer
rily We Roll Along, sung by the
students of the Theatre Arts De
partment This piece was accom
panied by Dr. Larry McFatter on
the piano.
The final tribute to Patrick was
held on the lawn in front of the
theater. Everyone quietly gathered
around as a few last words were
said. Then in a last goodbye green
and white balloons were let out
into the heavens above. A long
time the peq}le stood silently look
ing up into the sky. "Those of us
who knew Patrick were indeed
privileged," said David Krasner
from Yale University.
The memcnial service truly cap
tured the true essence of Patrick.
Those who knew him cmly a short
time were indeed given a pleasant
view into his past. Many were
deeply moved by the aura sur
rounding the theater that afternoon.
By the young age of 46 Patrick
had directed for theaters in Eurc^,

- see Patrick on page 6 -
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Quiet Room
~ cont. from page / ~
dents studying. Currently, the
Board Room has booked 3-6 meet
ings serving 30-100 students per
day. There have been times when
the Board Room had to add two4foot tables just to meet the larger
board meetings. This would not
be possible in the Senate Cham
bers.
Due to the seismic refitting of
the Lower Commons, clubs andor
ganizations are having difficulty
finding a place to hold meetings
and forums. On the other hand,
students are losing the larger Quiet
RocnntoaBoardRoom. The idea
was to place the Quiet Room on
the first floor in the Student Union
to be more accessible and notice
able for the students, instead of the
second floor of the ASI building.
This is not the only place stu
dents can sUidy on campus. The
Pfau library has group study rooms
on the third and fourth floor. There
are many cubicles for individuals.
Study tables are located through
out the library, especially in the
new wing of the UIH^. Also don't
forget about the second floor in the
new wing; it is perfect for the seri
ously studious.
Also, the Women's Resource
and Adult Re-entry Center, Copy

Center, and Multicultural Center
all have tables which students can
use as a place to study. On the
north side of the WRC is another
whole quiet room and on the first
floor of the ASI building across
from theASI office is another area.
Wait there's more!
Across from the Human Re
source in Sierra Hall, there is a
large cafeteriatype area filled with
tables and vending machines for
food, ice cream and drinks. Re
member where you got your pic
ture i.d.? There is a whole new
world there! Downstairs in the
Media center, there are tables set
up for students to study or do
homewcH'k. Hint: It's really quiet
down there.
If all else fails and all of these
places mentioned are filled with
students, one can find study rooms
designated in each building where
students can review their notes.
For example, the Physical Science
building has study rooms desig
nated by the Physics and Chemis
try departments f(X students.
Also, Jack Brown Hall has a sec
tion on the second floor where stu
dents can relax and read books
alongside vending machines offer
ing hot coffee and snacks.
Students, there are many areas
on campus where you can study in
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American Indian Movement
Bellecouit is the most powerful all about;...our programs have
Indian leader of the present day, made a real difference."
Managing Editor
according to Pamalee Bailey- Bellecourt talked about the Oppor
Shimizu, director of the San Ber tunities Industrialization Center
"We would have been better off nardino and Cal State American and his desire to establish one lo
if Plymouth Rock had landed on Indian Movement (AIM) chapter. cally. Bailey-Shimizu has a vision
the Pilgrims rather than the Pil He has served on the International for one h^pening here in the San
grims on Plymouth Rock," de Treaty Council's Diplomatic Core, Bernardino area. Students inter
clared Vernon Bellecouit in speak and has been at the center of im-o- ested in learning more about the
ing of the plight of the Amaican grams aimed at improving the lives vision for the future can leave a
Indian. "We have more in of American Indians everywhere. message for Bailey-Shimizu on the
prison...[than any other minority]
"So many of our own people board at the Women's Resource
have no idea what sovereignty is Center.
he added.

By Mary Ellen Abilez

King

"King's juesence gave me a chill, because of the
history she holds that backs up her powerful
speech,
that covered everyone. Her presence is
poetry filled with life and compassion. Congress
one
that
I will never forget," stated Frances Will
man (jeorge Brown and Mayor Tom Minor were
iams.
King
walked with dignity and pride as she
among the notable people who attended the unfor
greeted
the
guests
who eagerly anticipated meet
gettable event.
ing
her.
The
day
that
King shook the hands of the
O:lober 12,1997 was a day that will never be for
men
and
wwnen
filled
with hope, is one that will
gotten by the people that came to hear one of the
always
be
remembered.
most influential women in the twentieth century.

~ cant from page 1 -
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Vfemon Bellecourt, leaderof the American Indian Movement.

Corporate Crowding Is KiHIng Independent Coffee Shop
By Rob Brodfield
Special to the Chronicle
"...my eyes beheld an eerie
sight."
Bobby "Boris Kckett
Scmething felt weirdas I paiked
my car at the C^yon Oest Towne
Center on Tbursday. As I turned
off the ignition, it hit me—my
ritual had been interrupted.
It was eight o'clock at night, and
rather than driving around the
parking lot in front of the SoCal
movie theaters in some vain hope
of getting one of the primo places,
settling fcv parking in the no-man's
land behind Ralph's, I finally had
tbe "holy grail" of parking places.
In fact, if I wanted to, I could have
double parked, parked diagonally,
on the sidewalk in front of tbe
bank—it didn't matter. Tbe place
was dead.
The weirdness didn't stop there.
One of the movie theater's two
buildings was entirely closed
down. Three out of the four re
maining screens were occupied,
not by current releases, but by
early summer blockbusters trying
to get another $2 per ticket before
being released to video.
Perhaps the biggest shock came

when Ientered a.k.a. Coffee Roast
ers (formerly See's C^offee). I ac
tually got a seat. I guess it was a
mixed blessing that I wasn't there
to buy a cup of coffee, but I was
there to talk about their corporate
problems with Roaster's manager
(and personal friend) Jeremy
ToUey.
In fact, maybe I shouldn't have
abbreviated the name. Kenny
Rogers might come down on me.
That's what happened to this
friendly neighborhood coffee shop
afto'all. Since See's Candies Inc.
wanted to start selling a line of
coffees, the corporation sued the
shop to change the name.
Later, another big blow came
when two shopping centers
sprouted up within tbe span of two
years. Both wctc about two miles

noth and scnith of the Towne Cen
ter and with better freeway access.
The first blow came to the SoCal
cinemas at Canyon Crest Towne
Center. The centerpiece of both
cwnpeling shopping centers is the
Cinemastar multiplex. On one
hand, m(xe screens should mean
more choices for movie-goers,
which is a good thing. However,
Cinemastar, a chain with larger
ccxporate backing, chose to com
pete directly with SoCal cinemas
by not alternating starting times of
films. Grand Opening promotions
offered by Cinemastar abo lured
customers away from the once
popular moviehouse.
This indirectly effected
"aJc.a.'s" (I've decided not to mess
with Kermy) customer base. Custtxners, who often bought coffee

and desserts before and after films,
were going elsewhere. HOWCVCT,
problems are just beginning for
a.k.a.
In addition to Cinemastar's in
direct effect on aJc.a's business, the
indq)endently owned coffee house
has had to contend with Starlxidc's
new location in the entertaiiunent
ctxnplexes located about a block

south of UCR—another major
source of custcxno's.
"It's the name," said Tolley;
"people go with what they know
^ they havemwe exposure." We
both laugh ironically over the fact
that it can't be the coffee.
Starbuck's coffee is as close in
taste to a cup of coffee as a Big

- cont. on next page -
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San Bernardino City Mayor: Who Will Be the Big Winner?
By Mary Ellen Abllez
Managing Editor
Tht mayoral candidatesare off and running,
eacta hoping to gamer enough voter support to
win the November 4 electitm. Each proclaims
to be the best choice evCT (or the city that was
once touted as the city on the move. Whoever
does win will have to deal with chickens roost
ing from past administrations, e.g., the San
Bernardino Stadium and the Lake Proposal.
"If you are a mailceting or business student
pohaps you could get in the ground floor of
city government as an intern in some of these
projects," stated a faculty member, who de
clined to be identified. Certainly, students
(XMild bring a fresh perspective to a project like
the Route 66 Concert held recently that played
to a loss of over $300,000. Tbe acts selected
failed to attract a large enough audience, but

Mac is to a hamburger.
"One of our big problems is ex
posure," continued Tolley. Also,
the old managerial staff woe not
the best when it cam<^to promo
tion. Management was recently
ovohauled and the new managers
just put into place.
Competing with Staibuck's will
not be easy because of the cost of
promotions, but Tolley is putting

that was only one of many (Moblems.
A new mayor would be wise to look to the
reasons why the stadium still has no market
ing director. Sources say the reason could be
that the hiring offer is so bad that no talented
prospect would consider it. Pay and benefits
are small, commissions are paid on profits only,
and a two-year contract is extended only if the
stadium is in the black. A greenhorn who is
serious about bis or her career wouldn't risk
having a failure of that magnitude on a resume.
Sociology students could certainly become
interested in theSan Bernardino Lake Proposal.
What it presses to do, for seemingly sound
reasons, is to submerge an entire barrio. If you
were a student whose home was on a down
size list, how would you react, or would you?
Noted attorney Bill Lemman advises stu
dents that college is where networking begins,
and that part of the message of going to a uni

versity is to get involved. "We've abdicmed
our responsibilities and left it to professionals.
Students should get registered and participate
in local elections," Lemman stated emphati
cally.
This year there are six candidates for mayor
Ann Botts, former city councilperson and busi
nesswomen; Judith Valles, SB Community
College District Governing Board; David
Oberhelman, current city councilperson; John
S. Ballard, Jourreyman Electrical Worker, P<uil
W. Sanborn, fire sprinkler contractor; and
Timothy P. Prince, attomey-at-law.
CSUSB faculty who are running for addi
tional city offices within the San Bernardino
area are Elsa O. Valdez, sociology professor,
and David Stein, school of education adminis
trator.

purchases (like books of maudlin,
faux new-age Starbuckisms and
coffee recipe books) a.k.a Coffee
Roasters offers something for the
soul on the house. Local favorites
The Bellrays (a punk/soul fusion
combo) play most Sundays, and
Thursday is open mic. It's sort of
a roulette kind of thing, but most
of it is pretty good. Folk and coun

London
Paris
ion Jose, CR
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$26
$258
$419
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CIEE: Council on iDlcrnatioaal
Educationat Exchange

I

try bands round out the current
entertainment roster (call 7876858 for more info).
Hopefully, despite competing
against the bigger corporate behentoths, a.k.a. Coffee Roasters will
at least get some comer of the
market back. It is an alternative
to Starbuck's, is close to UCR stu
dent housing, stays open late, and

1-800-226-8624

I wish to nominate the following member of the California State University, San Bernardino faculty for
the 1997/98 Outstanding Professor Award.

Professor
Name typed or orinted:

Status
(Faculty. Student. Alumnus):

(Nominator)

RETURN TO: ACADEMIC PERSONNEL OFFICE, AD-101. NO LATER THAN FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12.1997, 4:30 P.M.
NOTE:
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offers a "coffee bouse" experience.
It does more than try to sell a cor
porate logo.
Now that the entire scene has
shifted to Starbuck's there are
plenty of seats at a.k.a.'s and na
one gripes at customers who dcHi't
order more coffee. It may not be
the thing now, but do indepen
dently owned coffee shops have to
die?

NOMINATION FOR THE OUTSTANDING PROFESSOR AWARD. 1997--98

Signature:

_ i
J

U-800-2-C0UNCIL i

- cant, from previous page some of the marketing and public
relations savvy he picked up from
courses here at CSUSB to work.
Two-for-one coupons during
aJc.a.'s "happy hour" and "dormstorming" are on the agenda to
help bring back college business.
Another feature that Tolley is
now offering is culture. While
Starbuck's can only offer extra

A<lv\«

To be considered for this award, the nominee must have status as a tenure-track instructional faculty for a
minimum of six years.
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What ore Your Opinions on Merit Increases?
By LaKeisha Johnson
Chronicle Staff Writer

^

~

This issue our roving reporter asked a question
which affects the faculty on campus. Since the question is pertinent to them, they are the sources of
this week's mini-interviews.

Charles Hoffman
Psychology

"They are completely ineffective in positively
influencing faculty production. In fact they
work to undermine faculty morale and are ex
tremely divisive. Faculty in the CSU are lag
ging behind other comparable universities and
this negatively affects our ability to attract and
keep the best faculty. The PSSI program is a
major factor here."

Foreign Languages

confrontational and people did not have
compete against their colleagues."

Margaret Perry
Theater Arts

'v: •

"It is very problematic, because it sets up a
secondary system. We already have the ten
ure process and promotion which is rigor
ous, and it does not make sense to have two."

•i-hc

Thomas Moody
Philosophy

. *•*

"They're divisive, bad for faculty morale,
and they are perceived as being unfair. When
I first got here, we received a decent raise
every year. There was no perception of poli
tics and unfairness."

nt
iv-*

Patrick
- cant from page 3 ~
Mexico and the United States.
With 24 years of experience in the
realm of theater, Patrick had di
rected both univo^ity and profes
sional productions. His work in
cludes Much Ado About Nothing
at the California Repertory Com
pany and at the Clareitce Brown
Theatre in Knoxville, Tennessee
and The Misanthrq)e, by Moliere
in New Orleans. Patrick also spent
many years with num^us com
panies in both stage and film as an
actor for Metromedia Studios in
Los Angeles, Intiman Theatre, the
Clarence Brown Theatre and sev
eral others.
For the past three years Patrick
had served as chair of the Theatre
Arts Department hoe at Cal State
San Bernardino. A special Rose
bud Award had been presented to
E^tridc on the Sunday preceding

his trip to France, which honored
him for his work in creating the
CSUFilm Festival. Students sub
mit films for the CSU Film Festi
val which are then judged. The
winning film is awarded the Rose
bud Award. Patrick was more than
just another professor here (HI our
campus; he touched the lives of all
those that met him.
Patrick served on the Board of
Directors for the Arts Council for
San Bernardino County, The In
land Empire Symphony and the
California Alliance for Arts Edu
cation. He was active in both in
ternational and national societies
including theSoeen Actcn^ Guild,
Phi Beta Delta-Honor Socie^ for
International Scholars, the Ameri
can Federation of Radio and Tele
vision, National Association of
Schools of Theatre and several
others.

In honor of Patrick, a perfor
mance was given depicting his life
and work on the Cal State Univer
sity Long Beach campus. The
event took place at 4 p jn. on Sun
day, October 19 at the Studio The
atre.
A man who believed in laugh
ter, respect and su|^>ort to those
that needed it will be remembered
here at Cal State San Bernardino
and abroad. With every memc^
and kind thought, a new page will
be added to Joseph Patrick
Watson's book of life.
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Chronicle Staff,
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By Heother Forester
Choronicfe Staff Writer
Califcxiua State University is the
greatest university in California
according to Eviyn Wilcox, fmner
mayor of San Bernar
dino and longtime busi
nesswoman. Wilcox
'7
will be the 1997 recipi
ent of Gal State San
Bernardino's Arrow
head Distinguished
Chief Executive Officer
Award. She will receive
her award at an Oct. 24 noon lunche(Hi in Cal Stale's Student Union
Events Center.
Wilcox has been a resident of the
San Bernardino area since 1955
and currently owns Manpower,
Inc. in San Bernardino. Wilcox
has been heavily involved in the
community's arts, cultural ex

changes, youth programs, charities
and the chamber of commerce.
She's the past president of many
organizations including: the San
Bernardino Area Chamber Of
Conmerce, the Arrowhead United

'm deeply honored...
It 's great to be recog
nized."
Way campaign. Community Arts
Productions, Uptown Business and
Professional Women, the Air Force
Association, the Volunteer Center
of San Bernardino and the Civic
Light Opera Association. She's
also served as a member of Cal
State's Board of Councilors, the
YWCA and many more.

When asked to comment on her
award Wilcox had this to say, "I'm
deeply honored to be receiving this
award, looking at those who've
preceded me. I'm very humbled
by it and I loc^ forward to the time.
It's great to be recognized."
Wilcox is the second
woman executive to capture
the Cal State award. To be
come a recipient of the award
one must exude outstanding
business leadership, show
exemplary service to educa
tional institutions or other
philanthropic organizations, and
have an expressed interest in con
tinuing to support Cal State San
Bernardino. Obviously Wilcox
does this and then some. Con
gratulations.

Students Beware: Scholarstiip Scams
By Laura Hall
Design Editor

Scholarship advertisments abound on
college campuses. As the fall quarter begins,
these ads are evident as signs on walls, post
ers on bulletin boards, and flyers under the
windshield wipers of our cars. The compa
nies who advertise scholarship "assistance"
have been swindling millions of dollars
from college students. The companies ofer minimal services and advice in exchange
or a student fee of $10-$400 for the prom

ised assistance. Usually the infomaticm pro
vided could be obtained che^)er at the bodcstore or the library.
The PedCTal Trade Commission (FTC) is
IHirsuing these companies to smp the fraud.
Educate yourself on the signs of scholarship
scams and avoid them.
Look for these clues to avoid being vic
timized:
o If an ad states it is "guaranteed or your
money back." No one can guarantee you will
get a grant or scholarship. Refund guaran
tees often have strings attached, so the
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money becomes theirs.
o If it claims "you can't get this informa
tion anywhere else." There are many free
lists of scholarships. Check the financial aid
office or library before you pay for the same
information.
o If you are requested to give out your
credit card or bank account number on the
phone, without information in writing, you
may be out of money. An unauthmzed with
drawal or charge can be conducted without
your ^proval.
o If it states, "we'll do all the work," be
aware that you must ffll out and apply for

schdarships and grants yourself.
o If a scholarship costs money do not
pay. Free money should not cost money.
o If the scholarship says "you have been
selected," or "you are a finalist," in a con
test you never entered, do not send money.
Check it out to be sure the foundation or
program is legitimate.
To find out more about spotting, stopping,
or reporting a scam, contact the Federal
Trade Commission at: (202) 326-3761,
(202) 326-3128 or on the web at: http;//
www.ftc.gov, or call the National Fraud In
formation Center 1-800-876-7060.

Faultllne Takes an Extreme View
By Lauren Algallar
Chronicle Staff Writer
Look up...it's a bird, it's a plane...it's a helicop
ter! If you w^e on campus last Thursday around
10:30 a.m., you probably saw or heard a helicopter
passing over our campus a few times. Well, that was
Faultline Xtreme's, Cory Stone, taking an aerial shot
of the campus for Faultline Xtreme's fifth season.
For those of you who don't know what Faultline
Xtreme is, it is a TV show, completely produced by
the CSUSB students of Comm 444 and advisor Mike
Wichman. We do everything from designing and
making the set toshooting, editing and delivering the
fmal product to be aired on Cliannel 3 in San Bernar
dino.
As one of Faultline Xtreme's producers, 1 can tell
you that this new season promises to be bold, differ
ent, fun and still professional. As you may have al

ready noticed, one of the things that is different this
season is its name. The show formerly called
Faultline is now called Faultline Xtreme. Along with
a new name, Faultline Xtreme has all new jn^oducers, a whole new look, and a whole new attitude.
In the past four seasons of Faultline we have never
pitxhiced a special. This season, Faultline Xtreme
will do its first Halloween special, which also hap
pens to be the season premiere. In i»oducing the sea
son premiere special, Faultline Xtreme has pulled out
all the stops, from creating an elaborate set and de
veloping interesting story lines to composing c»iginal music.
Faultline Xtreme will be producing five more
shows this season, and all are expected to be fun and
interesting with a little attitucte. Be sure to watch us
on Channel 3 in San Bernardino, or contact you local
cable company for air times.
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Faculty Member Gains Notoriety in NCPEA
'

By Heather Forester
Chronicle Staff Writer
The president belongs to Gal
State San Bernardino. Cal Sate has
many presidents of many different
organizations, but we now can add
to our list of distinguished staff a
woman by the name of Cheryl
Fischer. Fischer is currendy a pro
fessor of leadership, curriculum
and instruction at Cal State, and to
add to her accomplishments, she's
now the president elect of the Na
tional Council of Professors of
Educational Administration
(NCPEA).
The NCPEA is an organization
for professors of educational ad

.
ministration both nationally and who's now been elected president
internationally. The purpose for is thrilled about the opportunity.
this organization is to serve the
interests and needs of professors
of educational adminisuation.
This includes sharing teaching
strategies, meeting colleagues and
exchanging ideas, participating in
meetings and symposia presenting
papers and demonstrations, and
joining committees and interest
groups which will help chart the
new directions of educational ad
ministration. The members meet
at two annual professional meet
ings in the United Sates and
Canada. The NCPEA is dedicated Through her recent promotion in
to the effective preparation and the organization she'll be able to
bring her knowledge directly to our
renewal of educational leaders.
Our Cal Stale Representative school.

Studying Abroad
By Heattier Forester
Chronicle Staff Writer
France, Italy, United Kingdom, Spain and many more exotic
places could be yours to explore. Not through the internet w
national geographic but through our study abroad program. This
program offers a student to enhance their education by experi
encing new cultures and languages, plus the opportunity to get a
new perspective on your studies. This i^ogram could also offer
new dimensions to your future resume. By incorporating your
self into another culture, you can make yourself more market
able in the U.S.
The IntemaUonal Programs (IP) is the system-wide overseas
study program of the California State University system. IP is
affiliated with over 70 different distinguished universities in 17
different countries where CSU students can earn credit for their
coursework.
IP also keeps costs as low as possible. Fmancial aid is avail
able, but in order to qualify you must first ^ply to the program.
Current financial aid recipients can tqjply it to their year abroad.
Students pay for their own housing, meals, transportation and
incidentals which vary from country to country.
To get more information alxMit the study abroad program seek
advice from the foreign language department, or call extension
5193 and ask for Bronwyn.

"humkirn
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"Wp'rP
'We're making positive
changes. We've integrated tech
nology via internet Technology
is very important." She also ad
mits that we need to have a human
touch along with the technology.
The theme of next year's NCPEA
conference is "marching into a
new Millennium." This topic will
deal with the issue of technology
coupled with global awareness.
Cal Slate offers a master's pro
gram which teaches teachers to
become school administrators.
The program is offered to teach
ers who've been teaching from 3
to 15 years and wish to get into
administration. Since the program
began, Cal State's had a two-thirds
increase in enrollment.

Fischer herself began in the
classrooms of Hawaii, teaching on
the big Island, Molokia and Oahu.
She came back to California to re
ceive her PhX> and was then to re
turn to the University of Hawaii to
teach, but plans changed and she
stayed in California. She received
her Ph.D. at Claremont Graduate
School, and her bachelors degree
came from the University of Ha
waii. Fischer has published two
books and written successful
McKinney federal grants to over
see educatiwi programs for home
less children. She's concerned and
excited about the future of educa
tion. She's excited about the re
duced class sizes in the California

- 500 NCPEA page 10 -

Being in Your Own Business

By Lauren Algallar
Chronicle Staff Writer
Have you evw wished you could
work your own hours, take breaks
whenever you want, or have lunch
as long as you want? Well, if you
have your own business you can
do all of those things, but some
times there just isn't enough time
to do it
Two of my cousins, a friend, my
brother, and I have a silk screen
ing business, and let me tell you
from first-hand experience, it is not
easy. Unlike most business own
ers, who spend the week only
working for the business, my part
ners and I spend our days in
school, working a second job and
running our own business. So you
can imagine how often we get to
relax and do nothing.
Owning your business is great
but it requires total commitment.
It's been about six months since we
opened Whomp! Screening. It was
rough the first few months getting
things organized—from the book

It had crossed my mind that working
with my family might be risky.
keeping, to office procedures, to
filing, to job responsibilities, to
pricing, to time scheduling, etc.
Even now we are still working out
some of the kinks, but it's like that
in every cOTipany. I suppose that's
all part of the survival and growth
of a business.
Most companies dmi't havefive
owners, and far too many compa
nies close due to problems with
their parmers. It had crossed my
mind that working with my fam
ily might be risky. All kinds of
questions popped into my head,
like: "What if we hate doing this?
What is it going to be like woricing with my cousins? What if
some of us work more than oth
ers? "How is this going to affect
the family? What if the business
doesn't survive?" Wehadameeting and all of us pretty much had
the sameconcerns about starting a

free

I

business together. Basically, it
boiled down to trust; we had to
trust each other to be totally com
mitted to making our business
work. Trust in my family is a
pretty safe bet.
The past couple of months have
been extremely busy, which is
great fw our business, but tiring
for me and my partners. Pending
jobs have already required us to
expand, and get new equipment.
You know the saying "You have
to spend money, to make money,"
well I sure hope that's true.
For all the money and time you
put into your business, sometimes
you have to wonder if it's worth
it But when I see the af^reciation in my client's face, see smneone wearing a shirt we made, and
just the way we've become closer
-all those things make having your
own business worth while.
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Parking Contradictions are Frustrating
By Jeonette Lee
Production Editor
$*%#$%%!" paiking! (Fill in
your favoriteexpletive.) I am sure
most of us have grumbled this to
ourselves or even stuneone else at
some point in time during the
week.
In a new amendmoit, the faculty
and staff have been assigned an
area for parking in most of the
popular parking areas. This new
development has a lot of stud^ts
steamed.
In ^ite of the new design^on,
even paiking for staff and faculty
is no bed of roses. Hiere are days
when even those spaces are filled
to cqiacity and they must continue
the hunt for spaces elsewhere.

Oh sure the faculty and staff
have their own parking lot behind
the temporary offices; but this
paiking lot is inconveniently lo
cated. It is only ccmvenient for
paiking services and security. In
addition, the faculty who once had
offices there have now been
moved to the old visual arts build
ing.
I wonder, with all the parking
gripes we have, why the parking
staff doesn't do anything about it?
Everyone has received or knows
someone who has had a parking
ticket Each and everyone of these
people must have surely felt that
they did not deserve it
During the previous school year,
one student felt very strongly
against the ticket she was given.

She took paiking services to small
claims court and won her case.
We all pay more than enough for
parking, but a deficiency still re
mains. People still have to park in
the dirt, and then they get ticketed
for it. Surely the hundreds of thou
sands of dollars that we pay in
parking fees and tickets could
cover the cost for paving the dirt.
Hie extra money could be used to
convert the "faculty and staff
parking area for everyone's use.
When the time comes, when we
shall no longer be vultures upQn
the unwary, we wait and bide our
time for when "hell freezes over"
and parking beccxnes a simple task
rather than a horrendous chore.
We shall continue to hunt the ever
mwe rare empty parking space!

What is the Definition of Art?
By Frances Williams
Ct)ronlcle Staff Writer
The Groliers' encyclopedia tells
me that the Latin word Ars, from
which the English word Art is de
rived, was applied to any skill or
knowledge that was needed to pro
duce something. In the 1700s a
separation was made-of the fme
aits bom the useful arts and tech
nology. By the 19th century the
w(Md Art came to denote painting.

drawing, sculpture, graphic arts,
and decorative arts.
I think that these separations and
distinctions move in the wrong di
rection. My opinion can be
summed up in three words: Art is
art. I understand that the use of
separate terms such as ccxnmerdal
art, fine art, and industrial art might
be needed to communicate more
information.
But to answer the question
"What is art?" the defmition of art

INTERNSHIP
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cannot be limited to one type of
art All artmust be consisted, and
then we have only begun to answer
the question.
Why is there art? Why did man
create art, and why do we like it?
In the culture of all people singers
were probably the first artists, as
mothers and fathers made sounds
we now call lullabies. They tried
to replicate soothing sounds, and
the fust "Artists" were bom. AftN all, we do not need anything but
air to make soothing sounds.
Frc»n then on diere have been
people who might be lousy hunt
ers, Iwt who had scxnething inside
them that pushed them to be very
good singers. 1 think, that some
thing is a gift from the Creator,
both the gift to sing and the gift to
try harder in everything we do.
To me, art is what there is in the
world, and in the imagination of
man. It can be called rough art or
fine art; it can be as easy to see as
Michelangelo's David, or as diffi
cult to understand as the songs
called "nq>." But it is all art in one
form or another.
Which brings me back to my
OTiginal opinion. Art is Art.
^
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Uproar in the Quiet Lounge
By Bernardo Vizcorro

dent majority needs a voice in this
Special fo the Chronicle
matter concerning take over of our
student quiet lounge.
If you as students believe that
Today the students are not be
you have not been heard, please
ing heard as a majority. Hie Stu
visit your Student
dent Union, which is
Union office and
supposed to represent
let them know
the students, has arbi
L. the quiet lounge belongs to the stu how you feel
trarily taken away the
about the change.
dents, and is paid for by the students
students* quiet lounge
Also, if the stu
every quarter through our fees."
over the summer, with
dents are in dis
out any sort of politi
agreement with
cal process, which is a
the switch of the
form of dictatorship.
quiet
lounge,
please
voice your
longs to the students, and is paid
The Student Union did offer us
opinion
at
the
Associated
Student
for by the students every quarter
their old senate chambers in order
through our fees. Certainly the stu- Union Inc. and Student Union
to keep the students content, hew
meeting on Tuesday October 21,
1997 at 12 p.m.
We only have one place tostudy
and relax at this school, and that is
the quiet lounge. This place be
comes especially important when
mid terms or finals are here: there
fore, the quiet lounge should be set
aside for education. The Student
ing that we as students would ac
cept the change.
i am a Political Science major
in my senior year. I feel very
strongly that the quiet lounge be-

It's Not Too Late
Apply now for Spring
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Union needs to reexamine the is
sues coiiCOTting the switch of the
students quiet lounge. The switch
is supposed to be for the quarter
but certainly there is the possibil
ity of this becoming a pennanent
fixture.
The new quiet lounge is located
in a closet across from studentlife.
And if you have ever been in there
to study and relax—bring someear
plugs so you do not have to listen
to the kitchen, a person calling out
a number for someone to pick up
their food, or students yelling right
outside the door.
The other problem with the new
quiet lounge is this: What about
the new students who want to re
ceive the best possible
education,but do not know any
body. If this person just wants to
find a place to sit and read, it may
be difficult to walk to an unfamil
iar place in order to gel away for a
little while and relax.

Graduate Programs

school districts.
From a wanan who began her
career as a classroom teacher in
Hawaii and then became the presi
dent of a national and international
organization of educatos—she's
extremely optimistic about the fu
ture of education. "I'm glad to be
a part of the NCPEA; being with
Cal Sate the last eight years and
joining the organizatitm is the best
thing I've done."

^
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4-6P.M.
STUDENT U(4IQHJVENT^^^JI^RA^

ANATOMY OF A CONCERT'
Scoyet, AND CAROL DIXON
• 'T 4-'6P;M.",
UH 261 '

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
,5 * 10 P.M.

MEN'S EMPOWERMENT GROUP
• • "
5-6 p,M.
STOIXNT UNION SOAIA^ ROOM
... X 7203. :

Jim
ON^CTRESOLMDI

VLESBIAN, iiEXUAL CLUB
6 - 7 P.NT,
WOMEN'S RESOURCE & ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTE
X. 7203
SURVIVORS' GROUP
1 0 - 1 1 A.M.
)URCE & ADULT RE-ENTRV C
X. 7203

ILLUSIONiUSION
10 A . ^ P . M .
SU CownvARD

CONCERT
CONDUCTORS: DR. DUNHAM 8I DR. HARSH
8:15P.M.
CA RECITAL HALL
X. 5859

w

R. PATWCaA RODGER»^bRDON

10 A.M. - 12 NOON

UH 329
X. 5234

LUmON OF ART: A WOMAN'S
gOURNEY"
3 - 8 P.M.
EN>.UNION EVENTS CENTER
X. 7G03

4 - 5 P.M.
ITUDENT UNION BOARD RO6M
X. 7203
f

^ ^43

' FRIENDS OF BiLi
} • 12 NOON'STUDENT UI^ONPBOARD R
.n
K, 7203.

"USTENir^ AND LEADERSHIP'J WITH DOLORES TANNO

4l-6 P'lvi-

CHRISTIAN WOMEN
. 4 GRpU:

' EVENTS CENTER C

,234

STUDENT UNION'BO:
X.

. JLE

I WOMEN'S RESOL Wt &:ADytT

"BUILDING AN INVESTMENT
PORTFOLIO TO HELP ACHIEVE YOUR
GOALS"
WITH: PAUL MATA
2-4 P.M.
UH 260
X. 5234
"LEGAL ISSUES IN THE WORKPLACE"
WITH: JULIANNA JONES
4-6 P.M.
UH 261
X. 5234
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT GROUP
5 - 6 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X. 7203
THE GAY. LESBIAN. BISEXUAL CLUB
6 - 7 P.M.
& ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203
iCTURE
^IMJL ESPINOSA
^ , ..Ji. - 1 1 P M .
IT UNION EVEWS CENTER B & C

SURVIVORS' GROUP
1 0 - 1 1 A.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE & ADULT RE-ENTRY
CENTER
K;,
X. 7203
CHINESE BUSINESS STUDENTS
PRESENTATION %
1 1 A.M. - 9 P . M . - •
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTCR
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL CLUB
1 - 2 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EKJARD ROOM
FRIENDS OF BILL W.#; n.
2 -3P . M . i
IEN'S RESOURCE & ACULT R^NWY
CENTER
•
X. 7203 "
I
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT GROUP
4 - 5 P.M.
W
s RESOURCE & ACXJLT RE-&41J5Y
CENTER , •
X. 7203
OPING PROFESSI
AREER CONTACTS"
ITH: MICHAEL LEMAY
4-6 P.M.
JB 116
h
» X. 5234

UPETRY IN MOTION

*7>-- 8 P.M.
WOMEIS^ RESOURCE & ADULT RE^TRY
CENTER
X. 7203
>'

VHTH: MA^OT MCCAFFARY
' 8-7:30 P.M.
FE RESOURCE & ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

PONSIBILITY FOR In.
•'ERSHIP"

WITH: RAYMONfcf^VWWiO

GRADUATE SCHOOL WORKSHOP
1 - 3 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER A

LECTURE

7203

"DELEGATING
EFFECTIVE

CENTER
X. 7203

w:it

-ESTEEM SUPPORT GROUP
I 1 A.M. - 1 2 NOON
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X. 7203

UH 247"
X. 5234
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
5 - 10 P.M.
SU PUB
X. 5943

ALUMNI ARTIST RECI
WITH: MICHELE TACCHIA & MICHAEL
8:15P.M.
CA RECITAL HALL
X. 5859

"VIOLENCE IN THE WORKPLACE"
WITH: STAN HODGE
2-4 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENT CENTER C
X. 5234

SELF-ESTEEM SUPPORT GROUP
1 I A.M. - 12 NOON
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X. 7203

LATINA WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
GROUP
4 - 5 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X. 7203

COMING OUT SUPPORT GROUP
1:30-2:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X. 7203
CSUSB SYMPHONIC BAND AND

zTING
12 NOON -1:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
WOMEN AND RELATIONSHIPS
1 - 2 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE AND ADULT RE-ENTRY

OP

STUDENT UNION GRAPHIC ARTS

To place an event in the Calendar,
please send information to the
Student Union, C/0 Graphic Arts,
MUiiiiliiiitffiiii

By Chert Dixon
Executive Editor

Uoiku is o foTM of poetry wh'ch
in Jopon eenturies oyot but has become very
tobuhr in the Unit^ Stdks, Altbougb cbssicol Japanese haiku has s^'fic ruks about
form and uses season words, most American haiku is more fkxible. U/rik maintaining the
traMional 3^ne, S^S sylkdJe structure, the rules for subject matter and styk are kss
strict With this in mind we mvite you, our reader to submit your own haiku for us to pubttsh
ki our column.

the sly coyote
slinked across the dry desert
howling at the moon

peaceful poetry
slipping, slowly, conscious mind
suddenly...haiku
—Cheri Dixon

—^Laura Hall

haiku! I hate you!
you are way too hard to do!
you must hate me too!
—^Rob Bradfield

Calculus
why do you haunt me?
integrals are not too cool
to discuss with friends.

Haiku for Hibiscus
sensual perfume
flower petals, soft and warm
lovely hibiscus
—Cheri Dixon

—Brian Morstad
Mid-Terms
sleep deprivation
studying hard for mid-terms
when will I catch up
—Cheri Dixon
•

•

a word suspended
hangs shimmering in discourse
between two people
—Cheri Dixon

In Lecture
sitting in lecture
waiting for relief from this
boredom crushing me
—^Toby Gillett

Paw Prints
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Give Life, Give Blood
You toocan savea life. There will bea campus-wide blood
drive oa November S.
The purpose of the blood drive is to replenish the
university's blood reserve fund which was established so that
there would always be a sui^ly of blood available fw stu
dents, staff, faculty and their immediate dependents.
Potential dcmors should be free of illness or infection and
weigh at least 110 pounds.
The Blood Bank staff will be on hand to accept dcmations
from 10:30 ajn. to 3:30 pjn. in the Student Unicm Events
Center, rooms A and B. To make an ai^intment, or for more
information, call the Health Center at extension 5241. Do
nors with ^Tpointments will receive priority at registration.

—Jeanette Lee

Halloween Cof
fee House
•Hi

Opening at the
Getty
ti;.

Players of the Pear Garden
are hosting their firee, annual
Halloween Party on Saturday,
October 25, at the Creative
Arts Building at 7 p.m. A cos
tume contest, i»izes, food, and
of course, an open mike will
bepartof thejuogiam. Share
your groovy poem, short stmy,
song or skit. Don't be invis
ible anymore; see you there!

The J. Paul Getty Mu
seum will open to the pub
lic in its new hone in the
Getty Center on DecembCT
16.
All are welcome. Ad
mission is free. Parking
reservations are required
and cost $5 per car. Those
arriving by taxi, public
transpixtatitxi, motorcycle
or bicycle do not need a
resovation.
For details and to make
reservations, call (310)
440-7300.

-^Jeanette Lee

Season of Hits •W
Did you know that Sydney,
Australia was once a penal
colony?
The exciting new playwright
Timberlake Weitenl^er wrote
"Our Country's Good." fhis
moving drama has been a hit
at regional theater festivals
aaoss the country. The play
contains nudity and adult lan
guage, so be forewarned.
Our Country'sGood" will be
showing November 14-16 and
20-23. Showings are m 8:15
p.m. Fridays, Saturdays, and
Thursdays, as well as, 2:00
pjn. Sundays.
Upctxning plays through the
winter and spring quarters in
clude: "Rumors," The Learned
Ladies," aiKl "The Little Shop
Of Horrors." See them all!
Indulge yourself in a little cul
ture!
Season tickets are being sold
iK)w at only $30 (general), $24
(Senior adults 55 or older,
CSUSB faculty and staff, and
members of the CSUSB
Alumni Association), $12(studrats). These are the easiest
ticket purchases, since you
only have to buy tickets once
for the whole season. You'll

"The Labyrinth"
at Art Museum
"The Labyrinth" is be
ing exhibited at the Rob
ert V. Fullerton Art Mu
seum on the Cal State San
Bernardino campus.
"The Labyrinth" is a
sculpture created by Diana
Shui-IuWong. In previous
showings, music and
dance have been part of the
exhibition. Her piece first
appeared at the Armand
Hammo'Museum in 1995.
Wtmg's woik has been
exhibited in galleries in
Europe and Asia. She has
also had shows in Los An
geles, New Ymk, and San
Francisco.
The show will run
through November 26.
For more informatitm,call
the Cal State San Bernar
dino art department at
(909) 880-5802.
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German Club Returns to CSUSB
This year the German club at
CSUSB gives an invitation to
anytxie who would lilte to join. The
goal of the German club is to
promote cultural activity, to
students who are interested in
cultural aspects of Germany. This
would also be a good (^^>^unity

for German exchange students to
interact with the rest of the stud^it
body. Those who do not speak
(jeri^ are invited. The club plans
field trips.to plays, movies and
museums. For more infcmnation
omtact Jorun Johns at ext. 5851.

—LaKeisha Johnson

Halloween at the Coussoulls
Halloween |nx)mises to be a wild and
scary night after 9 pm. at the Coussoulis
Arena. Wear your Rot^y Horror outfit
ctxne as you are—you may win a prize
anyway! Visit the haunt^ hallway of
do^, eat, drink and be mory, for tomor
row you'll start mid-terms! Students, $6;
staff & alumni, $8; genanl, $10.

—Mary Ellen Abilez

A comedy for anyone who's ever been in danger...

M

TEMPORARY PART-TIME JOBS
Worldwide
Olympic Sponsor

loading & unloading

UPS $8.50/HR
OFFERS PROMOTION OPPORTUNITIES
STUDENTS:

CONVENIENT WORK SCHEDULE
15-20 HOURS/WEEK, AVERAGE
PAID VACATIONS, HOLIDAYS &
MEDICAL INSURANCE

For more information,
"This job is challenging, but it is a
stress reliever and it keeps me in
shape."

please contact your
Campus Carreer Center.

...»

1-^'?

,5^ •

Issac Zaragoza
Cat State, San Bernardino
Liberal Studies Major

Working for students who work for us.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Crossword by Jeremy Tolley

Across
I. Also Known As
3. One of Jupiter's moons
7. Ground beans, hot water
10. People who roast stuff
II. Human creativity
12. Egyptian sun god
13. Go round and round
15. Fluid secreted by the liver
16. Soak up the rays
17. No cost
18. "Et
, Brute?"
19, Trinitrotoluene
21. What your head is on
24. With the most height
26. Chemical symbol for silicon
27. To one side
29. Coke, Pepsi, R.C.
32. Maine
33. Allow
34. Chemical used to kill bugs

Down
2. Nut of an oak tree
3. "No
, ands or butsl'
4. Poets' frequent
,
8. Cereal grain
^
9. Spooky
10. Precipitation
14. Use oils, watercolors,
acrylics,etc.
17, Diesel, unleaded, or natural gas?
20. Job or chore
22. Latin for *and'
23. Gold purity measurement
25. "I cannot tell a
"
27. What a guitar plugs into
28. What your eyes do
30. Not young
31. Civil war gen. Robert E.
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nimttRfUffoffifff
By Corlna Borsuk
Chronicle Staff Writer
One of the raging deb^es of anime fans is
whetbo' it is better to
watch subtitled anime
because it is "pure" or
dubbed anime because you
can focus
on the anima
tion and not on reading
the subtitles. Well,
one anime title may
have solved that
I»oMem.
"Armitage III:
Pdymatrix"isan
anime feature
film originally
released in
English, sort
of. Hie origi
nal release of
"Armitage III"
was as a fourepisode OVA
(Original
Video Animation)
series in
Japa
nese./
Aimloo* copyrlgM^MMkr

Anime Relief Offices and The Chronicle will be sponsoring
an anime viewing on campus. This is a perfect opportunity to
sample scxne anime titles before you go out and buy them.
So, now you're probably asking, which titles are you show
ing? Well, that all depends on you, the reader. I have selected
"Oh My Goddess!" q)isode 1 (subtitled), but you will be select
ing the other titles. All you have to do is select the two anime
titles you would most like to see from the list below. The win
ners will be part of Coyote Anime '97.

Select from the following titles:
Oh My Goddess!, episode 2 (subtitled)
You're Under Arrest, qiisode 1 & 2 (subtitled)
Street Fighto^ II; The Animated Movie (dubbed)
Devil Hunter Yofako, episode 1 (subtitled)
Tenchi Muyo! TV series, volume 1, eps. 1-4 (dubbed)
Bubblegum Crisis, episode 1 & 2 (subtitled)
Sailm Moon R: The Movie (subtitled)
Gunsmith Cats, episode 1 (dubbed)
Send your suggestiotis to Anime Relief Offices! in care of
The Chronicle, University Hall, Room 037 or email them to me
at cborsuk@acine.csusb.edu. The deadline fm suggestions is
Wednesday, October 29. The date and time of Coyote Anime
'97 will be in the next Anime Relief Offices! column.
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Armitage ill: Cybermatrix vs. Polymatrix
"Armitage III: Cybermatrix" was
subsequently dubbed in English
when it was imported fm Ameri
can anime fans.
Eventually, "Armitage IIT' was
re-edited and remixed to be re
leased as a feature film in Japan.
It was decided that the dialogue
would be dubbed over in English
and subtitled in Japanese to gen
erate the feel of a foreign film. Hie
film was well received in J^ian
and has been released in Ammca
under the title "Armitage III:
Polymatrix."
The plots of both versions are
identical. In the future, humans
have colonized Mars using humanoid robots. Now that most of the
colonization has been ctxnpleted,
there is a backlash against robot
ics technology. Crimes against
robots are increasing and the Mar
tian Police seem unable to stop
them, especially after a series of
third-type murders. Third-types
are robots that are so humanoid, it
is virtually inqxissible to distin
guish them from real humans.
Nacxni Armitage is the only officer
who is both able and willing to do

anything about the killings.
Having seen both Polymatrix
(on the Sci-Fi channel) and
Cybermatrix (dubbed), it must be
said that while the two are almost
identical, there are some differ
ences. The most noticeable differ
ence is the voice acting. The title
character, Armitage, is voiced by
Elizabeth Berkeley (Saved By the
Bell and Showgirls) and her part
ner Ross Sylibus is voiced by
Keifer Sutherland (Flatliners).
Initially I had doubts about
Elizabeth Bericeley as Armitage,
but they were unfounded. Berke
ley does a good job of bringing the
character to life. She has a grasp
on Armitage both as a street-wise
cop and in the more emotional
scenes. This isn't to suggest that
the voice talents in Cybermatrix
were bad, but simply that the
Polymatrix ones are better. (Note:
Astute viewos may notice some
of the voice talents from
"Teknoman" and the dubbed ver
sion of "Street Fighter II V are
used in Polymatrix.)
On the other hand, the story is
much easier to follow in

Cybermatrix. The feature Him
version aired on Sci-B cut quite a
few scenes, most likely to fit in an
approximately two-hour block.
While these scenes are not abso
lutely vital to the film, they do pro
vide viewers with a better under
standing of what is happening.
These scenes also provide a more
believable time-frame of events.
For those who have seen
Cybermatrix, the final scene was
cut from the Polymatrix release.
Although the implicaticms are ech
oed in an earlier scene through
some dialogue changes, it doesn't
have the same impact or sense of
closure.
All in all, "Armitage III:
Polymatrix" is a great film, but
there is scxnething to be said for
the original OVAs too.
"Armitage HI: Polymatrix" airs
as part of the Sci-Fi channel's Sat
urday Anime, Saturday mornings
at 6 a.m.
"Armitage III:
Cybermatrix" can be purchased at
Suncoast, Best Buy cx other anime
retailers. Both v^ions are distrib
uted by Pioneer.

Fruit of Loom Country Comfort
By Abe Sanchez

Attention Anime Fans:

•

Chronicle Staff Writer
One day I was sitting at a bar
talking to someone about music. 1
menticmed to the pmon that I liked
every type of music except coun
try. Well Garth Brooks was play
ing on the juke box; I fmget what
song, and 1 said, "1 like this srxig."
The person turned around and
said, "You know that everybody at
some point of their life will like
country music." 1 was speechless.
The person than said, "See, you
have already started to like coun
try music."
From that day on 1 have felt
compelled to attend a country
show...sol finally did. Lastweekend I went to my first country
show, and it was a good one. The
Fruit of Loom Country Comfort
Tour came to town on Saturday,
October 11. According to the
people next tome this was the best
line-up to go on tour. Jo Dee
Messina was the op&aet followed
by The Charlie Daniel's Band,
Travis Tritt, and headlining was
Hank William's Jr.
I have had the good fortune to

attend a number of concerts in the
past few years, but mostly rock
shows. Country Comfort tour
ccxnbined the glamour of a rock
show with the intimate odyssey of
the audience. I would have to say
that this concert ranks as being one
of the top shows I have ever seen.
The artists made the audience be
part of the show by singing altxig
with the artist.
Each member of the Charlie
Daniel's band demonstrated their
talents by playing solo numbers.
These boys showed off their tal
ents, and gave good old Charlie a
breather, or so you think. After
eveiyone had completed their solo
act, Charlie busted out with the
fettle and kicked ass. The entire
set was pacted with intense music
that would compete against any
rock show.
Travis Tritt followed and per
haps took the show from Hank.
Ihe response fm Travis was huge
to say the least I'm not sure but
Travis must hate Billy Ray Cyrus,
for his first cut made Cyrus look
like a complete fool for his hit
"achy breaky heart." I guess if you
are a country fan you might know

about the feud.
And then there was Hank. Talk
about a rock and roll entrance, all
that was needed was the fire and
explosions to make it a full blown
rock fest. Hank started fast but
blew by playing solo with some
sad old songs. It was a surprise
when the band started to play ZZ
Top and Aerosmith cuts. But here
is the shocker—Hank started to
r^. Hey Hank, go ahead and play
classic rock but stay away frcxn the
r^.
Dne would have to understand
why Hank was rapping and play
ing rock. No matter what anybody
says, all three genres: country,
rock, and rap share the same mu
sical background, which is the
jazz/blues family. What Hank il
lustrated was the point that the
most popular music we listen to
shares the same roots. Perhaps
Hank was trying to get all of us
just
a little closer.
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Fashion Doctor
By LoKeisha Willkirm
Chronicle Staff Writer
This season signals a seismic shift in fashion, with the many possi
bilities that top designers have oflered for the Fall of 1997.
The look this season may vary frcm shorter lengths paired with coats
short and long, to rich leathers, and suits in black or charcoal grays.
First inqnession is everything, and the way that you dress says a lot
about your character.
In college, opportunity is always knocking. If you're dressed in rags
you will bore it to death and it will pass you by. In order to fnevent diis
devastating tragedy The Chronicle's fashion doctor Lakcisha Denise
Johnson is here to help you.
Fashion concept of the month: Never confuse sexy with skimpy.
Fashion color of the month: Charcoal gray

Fashion Hits
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Knee length Skirts
Single-breasted pantsuits
Wool tuitlenecks and pants
Cashmere sweaters
Mini skirts paired with
knee-length boots
Lmig slinky skirts
'Dinic worn over slim-leg
pants
Leather pants or jackets
Suede pants and jacket
Scarves around the neck

Fashion Misses
1. BellBottcmts
2. Clunky shoes of any kind
3. Animal Prints
4. Lots of gold diains around
the neck (The Mr. T faze is
long gone)
5. Loud colors, such as netxi
green (Summer's over,
sweeties)
6. Big earrings
7. Stirrup pants with karate
shoes (Yuk!)
8. Baggyjeans (Let's leave
that to the fellas)
9. Big loop skirts
10. Bras worn as outer wear
(Invest in a shirt)
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Fcrec^i
^ihl 20 - May 20
Remember that you are a top {xinity.
Evaluate your life and organize prirxitiea.

May 21 - June 21
Buy something fun. Have fun with your
money and remember that it is made to
be spent.
June 22 - July 22
Spreading yourself a little thin?
Remember to save a special day for
private time with your significant other.

Leo
July 23 • August 22
Move over, Ene^izer bunny. The travel
b(^ bites in early November. Quick:
pick a destination.
August 23 - September 22
Do not stress over your current job. Get
out there and find new en^loymenL

L/Afa
SqMemb^ 23 - October 23
Stop focusing on boring things, like
wwk, and do something drastic to your
{rfiysical appearance.

Scoyf/iHO
October 24 - November 21
A special person in your life needs a
pick-me-up. Getcreativel UuU attention
will come back to you douUed.

^aqifih/»{u4
November 22 - December 21
Dreams and schemes come true for you
this month. But watch your job and
health closely.

Aerosmith Rocks Blockbuster Pavillion
Christina OIney
Chronicle Staff Writer
Aerosmith came to Blockbuster
Pavilion to suppMt its latest al
bum, Nine Lives, on Saturday,
October 18. Fans from all age
groups came to enjoy the perfor
mance. Many parents came with
their teen and pre-teen children.
18-year-old blues musician
Johnny Lange, the opening act,
coald have easily stolen the show
frmn the more mature rockers.
Lange's voice was strong and his
guitar riffs were stronger. His
stage presence was remarkable fOT
such a young perfcMmer.
But Aerosmith fans need not

fear. With the lively antics and
trademark screaming of singer
Steven lyier, the stminch musical
support of the other band mem
bers, and years of touring experience-Aerosmith was a resounding
success.
Aerosmith opened its three-hour
set with curtains hiding the stage
and ItKlian music filtering through
the speakers. One by one the midience could see band members'
shadows as they took their places
in front of the crowd. The curtains
droi^d and we caught a view of
lyier in a flamboyant orange out
fit and king cobra statues behind
the rest of the band.

The set included all the hits off
the band's latest album, as well as
two songs that have yet to be re
leased from M'ne
The band
also played numerous older hits
from "Dream On" to the hit single
"Cryin'" off the Get a Grip album,
lyier seemed impressed that fans
enjoyed the songs from the 1970s.
Tbe show encouraged loud au
dience participation. ilie audience
knew all the lyrics and sang aloig
to every song. Lighters flamed as
ballads played and several people
left their seats to dance. We all
laughed at Tyler's ribald jokes and
gestures and a good time was bad
by all.

December 22 - January 19
Venus spices things up nicely between
you and your companion, and you will
love it You-cash stash gets a boost this
month.
January 20 - February 18
Can-do Aquarius! You feel as if you
could accoii^>lish anything and you're
right. After the middle <A this month
you're (4i-so-special.
February 19 - March 20
Nitincky problems between you and your
mate get resolved with the help dl mighty
Mws and the sun. Locdc for a pal to be a
real lifesaver.
March21-April 19
Been feeling lethargic lately? Mars, your
ruler, sees to it that you're back in top
f(mn this month.

%r GnicrtsifxmenJt
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What do you use the Internet for?
By Cher! Dixon
Executive Editor

HtroshI Oishl
Sophomore, Japanese
ExctKinge Student

Students are using the Internet more than ever this
quarter. The reasons for people using the Internet could
"My favorite websites are
be: to enhance academic studies, to just have fun ex
ploring new sites, or to do a mixture of both. The fol car sites. I look for car parts.
lowing interviews show what some people are doing Sometimes I can find the
things I need. It depends.
online.
Sometimes I can find the
Edward Szumski
parts I need easily, close to
Freshman, Computer Science
me," said Hiroshi. Those
Edward said, "My favorite website is "Microsoft's web that aren't available close to
site. Ilikeit. It's very nice. It has a lot of links to software me. I look for on the Internet.
"I look for all kinds of spare
and upgrades that I'd like to have on my computer."
parts like lights, car doors,
door handles, things like
that Volkswagen, because
my car's a Volkswagen."
Hiroshi added, "I like to
use the Internet, because I'm
from Japan, and it's easy for
me to communicate with my
friends without being there.
It doesn't cost any money.
The Internet is free; that's
why I like it."
Jill Bekor
Junior, Environmental
Studies & Geography

"My favorite website
is...NFL.coin [to] look up
injuries, and make sure
everyone's playing."
Edward Herrera

"I use the Internet mostly
for research, for classes, for
papers and to email to my
family," said Jill. "My broth
ers and my dad are up in
Canada. I'm from Canada.
I just got hooked up here at
the beginning of the quarter,
but my family's hooked up
at home, and I used it at
home."
"I really don't have time [to
play around and discover
cool web sites]," added Jill,
"basically, just when I'm re
searching for classes.
There's one I'm doing right
now (for one of my classes)
that's got a lot of stuff on itthe Ice Age...the last Ice Age.
The Ice Age has a lot of stuff
on it," Jill continued. "Ev
erything I've researched has
a lot of stuff on it, here, and
good ideas."

Donald Gillespie
Senior, Psychology
"I look at the Internet for research on school work. Any
thing I need, instead of going to the library, sometimes I
just type in specifically what I want and it just comes up on
the Internet," said Donald.
Donald also uses online services to interact with profes
sors. "Sometimes, I get note outlines by email, for the whole
course, and what it's going to be," he said.
When I was a junior, I was an Internet junkie," added
Donald. "It started interfering with my studies. Because it
was all new to me, I had trouble looking at what I was sup
posed to, because I'd go off in all different directions fmding new things."
Edward Herrera
Sophomore, Undeclared
My favorite website is just: NFL.com, which is just the
National Football league," said Edward. He uses the NFL
website for getting updates and information, checking for
player injuries, etc.
"Me and a bunch of friends, we like, we have a lot of bets
going on. and a lot of times you won't get some of the in
formation from the regular news (t.v.). And a lot of times
we can go in there [NFL web-site] and look up injuries, and
make sure everyone's playing—stuff like that," said Ed
ward. He added, "Usually, [I look it up] whenever I have
time during school—^like in between classes, whenever I
don't have to go to work...about once a week."
What else does he use the internet for? "I check my email,"
said Edward. "I have an email account, and I go in there
and chat with my friends, you know. I have a couple of
friends up north. I'm a transfer student, so once a week, I
kind of give them their weekly message."
Edward also communicates via the internet with profes
sors. "Some teachers, instead of you coming in to speak
with them, like writing a journal or something—they give
you their email address, and you can just email them," said
Edward. "I have an English professor where he wants us
weekly to: either to come in to the office to speak with
him, write a journal, or just write an email about what we
think of the assignment or class. Basically, he just wants to
hear from us."

Health
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Eat for Yourself, Use Common Sense and Stop ttie Insanity
By Amy Wohe

Chronicle Staff Writer
Our society is diet crazy. Hie evidence is
everywhere. Magazines and bodes thatfeaUire weight loss plans are tt>p sellers in any
store. In the grocery store there are a
gazillion different kindsof diet food. There
are even "magical" pills, and lotions that
promise to erase pounds from our bodies.
It seems like everyone these days is look
ing for a way to get and stay thin. Why are
we such a f^ihobic society?
Every year over two billion dollars are
spent on dieting products. Of all the time
and money spent (xi weight loss in this coun
try, jvecious little is actually effective on a
long-term basis. Approximately 95 percent
of people who lose weight regain it within
two years. More often than not, dieters will
lose weight, regain it, then go on another
diet and lose the weight, only to regain it It
is literally a vicious cycle. Yo-yo dieting is
one of the most destructive habits, not (xily
for one's body, but for self-esteem.
I%ilosophically, I have many problems
with weight-loss diets. I have seen very few
diets that taught a person to eat in moderate
balanced manor. Sure, you can drink noth
ing but pre-fab shakes, or eat a mere 1200
calories (barely enough to support basal
metabolism!), or exercise compulsively in
a gym ftH* hours on end and lose a ton of
weight, but why would you want to?
I understand the desire to be thin and
good-loddng. I have been on countless di
ets, lost lots of weight, gained lots of weight,
and made myself miserable in the process,
life on a diet just isn't You miss so much
of life when you focus on how you look
rather dian who you are. Trust me, I know.
Dieting teaches us not to trust our bodies.
Dieting enforces the idea that our bodies are
to be hated and starved into uniformity.
Dieting makes one feel that they are scmiehow not good enough at the size they are,
and that something must be wrong with
them—ratha than the society that judges
people for their ^)pearance (size, shape,
color, clothing, ett;.) rath^ than their per
sonality.
I am not going to bitch about the media,
about the diet industry, or society's unreal
istic standards of beauty; you have heard that
number befne. I would rather take a IMY>active ^proach to this im>blem by encour
aging people to appreciate themselves for
whathey are, and not what they look lilm.
Every body is different Htat's what is
so wcmderful about humanity. So what if
you are bigg^ thmi Claudia Sdtema is?
You are just as beautiful, just as worthy as
she is—regardless
the sh^ or size of
your body. Being a largw woman, I feel the
pressures to be thin, but I am not. It's nei
ther a good nt^ a bad thing. It just is. lam

vehicle with which to see the wcvld! It's
the hcane of your heart, your soul, and your
mind. Regardless of the size of your body,
it deserves your appreciatitm, your respect,
and most impOTtantly: your love.
Love your body now—don't wait until

who I am, not what I lo(^ lilm. Iami»oud
of me—do the best I can tt) love me. It's
noit always easy but it's worth it in the long
run.
Love your body for what itcan do for you.
It's an amazing machine. It's a wonderful
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you are a size eight, or until you can fit into
your old jeans. Don't put prerequisites <»
the love you have for yourself; accept your
self as you are. Self-love leads to self-care,
which in turn leads to true health, regard
less of what size you are.
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Average annual compeund rates of total return (panoda ending 6/30/97)*

TOUTIE LOOKING AT TWO COMPLETELY
OPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT WAYS TO
INVEST IN STOCKS. WE RECOMMEND BOTH.
\

j hether you want a (iind that selects specific
• V stocks, or one that covers the market, we're
on the same page. Our CREF Growth and CR£F
Equi^ Index Accounts use two distinct strategies
for investing in the stock market, but both aim to
provide what every smart investor looks for:
long-term growth that outpaces inflation.**
The CREF Growth Account searches for
individual companies that we believe are poised for
superior growth.
I i: I I I ,i;i
I 11
I 1
In contrast, the
Equi^ Index
Account looks
for more diversi
fication, with a
portfolio that seeks to mirror the experience of the

U.S. stock market as a whole.
lake our CREF Stock Account, the largest
singly managed equi^ fund in Americaf ** and our
Global Equities
1 \ I\ I M S \ ( I I i M \
Account, which
activeb' seeks
opportunities world
3}iian SilKX DKcjMioii wide, our accounts
\yat
4/»/94
are managed liy
experienced investment professionals. Th^'re the
same experts who have helped make TIAA-CREF die
largest pension system in the world, with $200 billion
in assets under management.
To find out more about building your port
folio—and your future—with TIAA-CREF, )ust call
1 800 842-2776. And take your pick.

VTsit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

^tsuring die future
for diose who shape h.*
•The loiel rwirn Awn CREF vaneUe enmtity acceunis repfiwBi p*t pei<ermwce. Toti Wumi end *• prineipel vdw of rnvwdetiitv in Ae eeewe w8
Aoenaece* and
may vafy. Upon redampeon, your accumulation unit* mity be worth more or kea than their criguMl phce, laveetmeot reeula are after all
ieveetment. ad^nkeaiive, dietribution eapenae* have bean daduetad. ••TTtaee account* are availabk for RatueuMitt Annuitic* *ub)ect to the tame ofyour
metttutioA'* pUn. Th^ are avaiUUe (or all 5u|^lemaeial ReoreiiMrtt Annusbea. •••Baaed on Meet* under maoagement.
CR£F certihcatea are dietnbuted fay TIAA-CREP Individual and Inetitutional Scrvieea. Per mere complete blbrmation,
Ineiuding charge* and expenaea. call I 800 B42-2733, ext. 6509. (or a pro*pectiM. Read the preapectua careful^ before you inveet or aend mmoy.
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Lady Coyotes Roll Over Grand Canyon
By Dole Walsh
Chronicle Staff Writer
The women's soccer team scored an impressive
victmy ov^ the Grand Canyon Lady Antel(^s by a
score of 5-3 running their record to (5-7-0 ov^all, 23-OCCAA).
The Coyotescontinued to keep the Lady Antelopes
in a tailspin sending them to their 10th straight de
feat.
The offensive outburst was speaibeaded by senior
forward Jamie Caffery and freshman forward
SamanthaBloomheld. Caffery had a goal and an as
sist while the offensive star of the game, Bloomfield,
lit up the (jrand Canyon defense for 2 goals and an
assist ''We put foth a strong effort, and everything
meshed together, it wasa good win," said sophomore
midfielder Kellie Riley.
The scoing started early for the Coyo^ when jun
ior midfielda Kelly Goeres scored a goal at 6:12 of
the first half to give the Coyotes the early lead. As

sisting on the goal was senior midfielder Tara Fontana.
The Lady Antelqies struck right back getting two
goals in the 14th and 15th minutes of the game by
midfielder Cindy Hallas to put them up 2-1.
The Coyotes battled back in the 32nd minute with
a goal by Bloomfield and an assist to Caffery to gain
the 2-2 tie at intermission. The Coyotes drew first
blood in the secons half after a defensive battle for
the first 30 minutes of the half when freshman for
ward Carly Dunn scored with the assist on the goal
going to senior defensemen Michelle Thompscxi to
give the Coyotes a slim 3-2 lead.
Grand C^yon roared back two minutes later with
a goal by Lisa D' Agostin to tie up the affair at 3-3.
The Coyotes put it away wheh (Taffery notched her
fu^t goal of the game on an assist from Bloomfield
to make the score 4-3 in the 79th minute. At the 87th
minute marie, Bloomfield ffred for her second tally
of the game giving<he Coyotes a little insurance that
capped off the game with the Coyotes on the win
ning side 5-3.

Updated Ladies Soccer Scores for this week:
The Lady Coyotes came up on the short end of a 0-3 loss to the CSU Chico Lady Wildcats, leaving
the Lady Coyotes record at (5-8-0 overall, 2-4 CCAA). "I think we may have been a little tired
playing back-to-back days," said senior forward Jamie Caffery. "We didn't seem to be attacking offen
sively like we did against Grand Canyon; we seemed content on playing tough defense," she added.
The Lady Coyotes found themselves in another defensive tussle this time with the Clal Poly Pomona
Lady Broncos, but again came up short in the win column with a heartbreaking 0-1 defeat, running
their record to (5-9-0 ovoall, 2-5 CCAA) "It was a defensive battle from the outset, and the game
could have went either way," said Caffay. 'X)ur defense is playing well, but we aren't attacking
enough up field on offense," she added.

EXCELLENT EXTRA
INCOME NOW!

Coyotes Stun Defending
Soccer Champions
By Dole Walsh

ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 - $800 every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

Write for the Chronicle!
No experience necessary!
Call 880-5200, extension 2492

Photo by Francof WWom

Chronicle Staff Writer
The Coyotes took it to the
Grand C^anyon Univasity Ante
lopes, who are the defending Di
vision II Soccer Champions, and
currently ranked No. 13 in the Di
vision n soccer polls by the score
of 4-0 running their record to (49-0 overall 2-3-0 CCAA).
Leading the Coyotes' attack
offensively was sophcxnore for
ward Danny Flanigan, who tallied
two scores and an assist. Adding
to the barrage were junior
defensemen Joe Sandoval and
senior forward Alex Wuence, who
both chipped in with a goal
^ece.
The Coyotes smothered the
Anielq>es with a stifling defen
sive effort in receding the shut
out

After a slow start the Coyotes
jumped outto a 1-0 lead in the 36th
minute of the first half on a goal
by Flanigan with an assist from
junior
midfielder
Shawn
McC^nnell.
Sandoval's goal came seven
minutes later on an assist from
Flanigan to give the Coyotes a
commanding 2-0 at the intermis
sion.
Wuence scored his goal at the
61 minute mark of the second half
with the assist coming off the foot
of sophomore midfielder Jesse
Gonzalez to run the score to 3-0
with the Coyotes in command.
Flanigan tallied his second goal
of the game with an assist from
seniw midfielder Craig Dean in the
65th minute to close out the see
ing for the Coyotes.

Updated
Men's Soc
cer Scores
Coyotes 0 CSU Chico 3 (410-0 overall, 2-4-0 CCAA)
Coyotes 1 Cal Poly
Pomona 0 (5-10-0 overall, 34-0 CCAA)
senior Oaig Dean scores
winning goal!

Advertise in
The Chronicle
Call 880-5000
ext. 3940
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Women's Cross Country
is Bock
By Laura Hall
Design Editor
Women's Cross Country "has a
winning tradition on campus...and
these girls have picked up where
they left off," exclaimed head
coach Tom Burleson. Women's
Cross Country was added to the
teams thatCal State participates in
this year, afto*being witbouta]M^ogram few over five years. This sea
son the ladies won the Riv^ide
Invitational held on Sept 27, con
tinuing the high quality of athletic
excellence attributed to Wmnen's
Cross Country fnxn our Cal State
university.
The goals for starting a new run

ning program are "to be success
ful and be cc»npetitive... We have
exceeded our expectmions," stated
Burleson. The goals for next sea
son include continued success and
a doubling of the team size. Ex
panding the number of runners
would allow for an A and B teams
to compete.
The ladies train six days a week,
logging 45-50 miles. They have
morning jogs and afternoon work
outs. With this cmnmitment and
dedication to "prove th^ we de
serve a team," commented Susan
Seigal, it is no wonder the lady
coyotes have done so well their
first season back. As CCAA
Championships near, Cal State
wishes these runners a strong fin
ish to a great season.

Photo by FfonoM WRtorra

Grand Win for Women's Volleyball
By Dennis EgizI
Distribution Manager
The Cal State women's volley
ball team got an excited and mudi
needed win last Friday. The Coy
otes defeated Grand Canyon Uni
versity in a hard fought match.
After winning the first two games,
the team faltered in the next two
games. They pulled out the vic
tory in an exciting fifth game.
Ihey imjwoved their overall record
to 15-5 and their CCAA record to
2-3.
The women's volleyball team
had a tough battle with Grand Can
yon and will have a tough battle
few the rest of the season. 'The
CCAA conference is our biggest

challenge," said women's volley
ball head coach, Kim Chemiss.
Five of the eight remaining
matches the Coyotes have are
away matchesand they are all con
ference matches.
The CCAA is the elite confo"ence in the country . The three
losses the team sufi^ed has been
against ccmfoence opponents that
are ranked in the national top 20.
"Tbere is no easy opponent. We
are beating a lot of very good
teams," Chemiss added.
The team is lead by senior set
ter Shawna Hardwick. "She pro
vides our team with tremendous
leadership and experience," said
Chemiss.
Hardwick has been the spark in

Women's Volleyball Schedule
Date

Home/Away Opponent

Oct 24-25
Oct 29
Nov. 1
Nov. 5
Nov. 8
Nov. 12
Nov. 15

Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home

4

r##•

Chico State Tournament
UC Riverside
CSU Dominguez Hills
Cal State L.A.
Grand Canyon Univ.
CSU Bakersfield
Cal Poly Pomona

* «

Time
All Day
7 pjn.
7 pjn.
7 pjn.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 pjn.

the area the team needs most—
experience. The team is a very
young team. There are six fresh
man, foursophomores, cwie junicw,
and one senior, \srith Hardwick
being the only senior, the team
looks for all the young players m
mature quickly. "We match up
physically with the other teams,
but we are much younger," said
coach Chemiss. "We had a great
recruiting year,and we are a much
better team," she added.
The wmnen's volleyball team
has eight matches remaining. Tliey
are at home against UC Riverside
on October 29. Come out and sup
port the Coyotes as they reach for
the post-season victory.

The brochures are in! To get your copy come to
Student Leadership &. Development, SU119.
The series starts on Oct. 20 and ends Nov. 20.
• RegiJter early, jeating ij limited •

LET THE JOURNEY BEGIN

Be a Writer
for the
Chronicle
call
(909) 880-5000
ext. 3940

1-800-USA-NAVY
www.navyjobs.com
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October 23 throu"h .No\ember 7

COMPUTER BASICS OPEN FORUM

• Meet Brad. Janet Frankie. Rocky.
Riff, Raff. Magenta, Columbia,
Eddie and Dr. Scott!
• Check out the Haunted Hallway

T*?OOt?AM BOAT?t>
COU^TJUS

Fridays 10 - 12 p.m.
Women's Resource & Adult Re-Entry Center

of rjOOM

• Costume Contest: "Best Rocky
Horror". "Best NON-Rocky
Horror", and "Best All Around"
• Food. Fun. Surprises and More
General Public - SlO
CSUSB Staff. Alums. - $8
CSUSB Students • S6
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Bring your computer questions!

MftWT

October 31,1997
Starting at 9:00 p.m.
in Cous^oulib Arena, CSUSB

Personalized assistance with computer
concerns including;

Tickets on sale at the Student Union
Program Board Office (next to the
ATM Maching) or the Coussoulis
Arena box office.

• Basic Computer Use
• Word Processing
• And More

FREE PARKING!

ALSO:

D7

COMPUTER NOW AVAILABLE in the Women's Resource & Adult Re-Entry Center:

Wanna' be part of the show? The Student Union Program Board is
looking for 30 people to help with the Halloween Haunt on Friday.
October 31 before the Rocky Horror Show.
If you're intersted, come and sign up at the Student Union Program
Board office located next to the ATM machine in the Student Union
Fireplace Lounge. We will accept all interested parties on a first come,
first serve basis.
The Student Union Program Board is looking for people interested in
helping in other events as well.
For more info, call x. 5943.

Pentium computer available for word processing using WordPerfect, Windows 95 and
printer.
"ADITIONAL SOFTWARE IS ON ITS WAYCOMING SOON:
• Connection to the World Wide Web
• Email access

NOTARY PUBLIC SERVICE
Free to currently enrolled students; $10 charge for faculty and staff.

For appointment call the notary, Margaret DeGroff, at x7201, or stop by the Student Union Administrative Office, room 202 (next to the Pub)
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL WITH THE STUDENT UNION PROGRAM BOARD
October27; Novembers, 10, 17,24; December 1
5-10 p.m. in the Student Union Pub
NOON TIME BANDS
October 19; Novembers, 12, 19,26; Decembers.
1 2 - 2 p.m. in the Student Union Courtyard

THE 9TVDENT UNKm
PROGRAM BOARD
CSUSB

OF TOLERANCE
"Thg^Museutn (jf Tolerance is a high tech, hands'On experiential musewn that^c^es
on two themes through unique interactive exhibits: the dynarnlcsr. of racism and
prejudice in America and the history of the Holocaust - the ultimate example of
nuoi& inhumanity to man."
-

-The Museum of Tolerance Website
'
http://www.wiesenthal.coin

Sunday, Octol^r 26,
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
$7 Students
$10 Non-Students
(Includes Transportation)
"Tickets available on day of event.
Sign up in the Multi-Cultural Center or call x7204 fWmoie infonnation.
Paiticipants will meet in front of CSUSB on the morning of the excursion
Sponsored by the Multicultural Center.

PREPARED COURTESY OF THE

STUDENT UNION
GRAPHIC ARTS
SPONSORED BY THE

STUDENT UNION

t-

SniDEVI UNION

•Are you Technical?
Do you know what a Mixing Board is?
Are Lights in your Future?
If so» then here's a job for you!
The Student Union is looking for experienced students to
work as Audio/Visual Technicians. Come l>y the Main
Desk to pick up an application or call x5940.
•The Student Union Program Board is looking for a
volunteer student that is highly motivated, very well
organi/.ed, and capable of handling multiple tasks. It
interested, please contact Cliiteka at the SUPB office at
x5943 or come by and pick up an application.

